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EXACT BOUNDS FOR THE STOCHASTIC UPWARD
MATCHING PROBLEM

WANSOO T. RHEE AND MICHEL TALAGRAND

ABSTRACT. We draw at random independently and according to the uniform

distribution two sets of n points of the unit square. We consider a maximum

matching of points of the first set with points of the second set with the

restriction that a point can be matched only with a point located at its upper

right. Then with probability close to one, the number of unmatched points is

of order ra1/2(logra)3/'4.

1. Introduction. Consider 2n points Xy,... ,Xn, Yy,...,Yn of the unit

square. An upward matching is a one-to-one map <p from a subset J of {1,... ,n}

to {1,..., n} such that for i in I, each coordinate of V^(i) is greater than the corre-

sponding coordinate of Xi. The matching is called maximum if the cardinality of /

is maximum. A point Xi is called unmatched if i £ I. We are interested here in the

stochastic version of the problem, where Xy,..., Xn, Yy,... ,Yn are independent

and uniformly distributed over the unit square, and we want to estimate the number

of unmatched points in a maximum upward matching (that we will call for short

"the number of unmatched points"). Interesting connections have been recently

discovered between this question and the probabilistic analysis of some bin-packing

algorithms [6, 8]. The bound we give here also provide improved bounds on the

expected performance of these algorithms.

A subset G of the unit square is called a lower class if it is closed and if it contains

(x, y) whenever it contains some point (x',y') with x' > x, y' > y. We denote by

£. the collection of all lower classes. A consequence of the Marriage Lemma is that

the number Mn(X, Y) of unmatched points is equal to

(1) Sup(Card{i < n; Yt EC}- Card{i < n; Xi E C}).
C€_

Let us now explain another point of view. For a point x, we denote by Sx

the point mass at x. So, for any set G, 6X(C) = 1 if C contains x, 6X(C) — 0

otherwise. Denote by X the uniform probability on the unit square. For a n-tuple
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X = (Xy,..., Xn) of the unit square, let

Dn(X)= Sup I   lj26Xl(C) - X(C)
cec \nf<n J

= Sup (  - cardji; i < n, Xt E C} - X(C) V
cec \ n J

So Dn(X) measures how well the empirical measure (1/n) Y^i<n ^xi approximates

A uniformly over the class £. The quantity Dn(X) is usually called the empirical

discrepancy relative to £. The estimation of the empirical discrepancy relative to

a given class of sets is one of the objects of the theory of empirical processes. The

relation with our problem is that Mn(X, Y) < n(Dn(X) + Dn(Y)). (It is easy to see

that actually the problems of estimating the size of Mn and of Dn are essentially

equivalent.) The empirical discrepancy Dn(X) has been studied by R. M. Dudley

[3, 4]. He proved that for each 6 > 0, there is a constant Kg such that

lim P(Dn(X) > /.4n-1/2(logn)1/2(loglogn)-6) = 1.
n—>oo

In an independent effort, R. Karp, M. Luby and A. Marchetti-Spaccamela [6] proved

that for some constants Ky, K2, we have

lim P(Ky(nlogn)1/2 < Mn(X,Y) < K2nl'2logn) = 1.
n—*oo

This lower bound was improved by P. Shor [8], who proved that

lim P(Mn(X,Y) > Kyn1'2(logn)3/4) = 1.
n—>oo

Our result is that this lower bound is of the right order.

THEOREM A.   For some constants K\, K2,

(2) lim F(K1n1/2(logn)3/4 < Mn(X,Y) < F2n1/2(logn)3/4) = 1.
n—►oo

(3) lim P(tf,n-1/2(logn)3/4 < Dn(X) < K2n-1/2(logn)3/4) = 1.
n—*oc

Our discussion, and the result of P. Shor, show that it is enough to prove that

lim P(Dn(X) < K2n~^2(logn)3/4) = 1.
n—*oo

Our proof will make use of some very fine points of the theory of stochastic pro-

cesses. We believe that this is the nature of the problem and cannot be avoided.

The following problem of interest remains open, and actually seems far beyond the

range of the methods of the present work.

Problem. Does there exist a constant G such that

lim D„(X)n1/2(logn)-3/4 =C    a.s.?
n—*oo

After this work had been completed, the authors learned that their main result has

been obtained independently and somewhat earlier by F. T. Leighton and P. Shor

[7] using completely different methods.
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2. Preparation. We will denote by __o,Ky,K2,... universal constants. When

there is no point to distinguish between the various constants, we just denote by K

a universal constant, not necessarily the same at each line. We make no attempt to

produce sharp constants; our methods do not lend themselves to this; so we always

use simple estimates (however crude) whenever possible.

We fix n, and we let q be the largest integer such that 2~q > n_1/2(logn)3/'4,

so 2~q < 2n-1/2(logn)3//4. We can suppose n large enough that q > 1. We have

Kylogn < q < K2 logn. For p < q, we consider

Ap = {k2-p;0<k<2p},

so card ylp = 2P — 1.

Denote by Jq the set of nonincreasing functions u from [0,1] to [0,1] that are

constants on each interval ](k - 1)2~9, k2~Q] for 1 < k < 2~q and equal to zero on

]1 — 2~q, 1\. For u in 7q, the lower graph

C(u) = {(x,y);0 < x < 1, 0 < y < u(x)}

is a lower class. We denote by Lq the collection of these lower graphs. We denote

by C'q the subcollection of the lower graphs of those functions _ in 7q that take only

values of the type k2~v, 0 < k < 2P. We fix a subset T of £q with the following

properties:

(4) Whenever Ci, G2 belong to T, Gi ^ C2, we have

A(dAG2) > 8(2-«).

(5) Whenever C belongs to £,, there is C in T such that

A(GAG') < 9(2-9).

(We note that a set of largest possible cardinality that satisfies (4) also satisfies

(5). Indeed one sees that A(GAGi) < 2~q for some Ci in Cq, and that A(GiAG') <

8(2-9) for some C in T by the maximality of T.) We also note the following, that

is a consequence of well known estimates on the tail of the binomial distribution.

For any set C of the unit square, we have

(6) p(l-Y,6x,(C)>2X(C)) <exp(^^).

V      i<n J

LEMMA   1.   There exist a > 0 and K > 0 such that for n large enough, with

probability > 1 — exp(—an1/2(logn)3/4), the following occur.

(a)  Whenever Cy, C2 E t, we have

- _C«5x,(Gi AG2) < 8(2-9) + 2A(d AG2).
z<n

In particular, if A(CiAC2) > 8(2"^), we have

-£*x.(CiAC2) <3A(CiACa).

(b)

Dn(X)<Kn-1/2(logn):i/4 + Sup - V 6Xi (C) - X{C) .
C^T nttn
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PROOF. For Gy and G2 in t'q, with Gi C G2, A(G2\Gi) > 2"9, it follows from

(6) that the event

(7) -^^.(G2\G1)<2A(G2\G1)
i<n

has a probability at least 1 - exp(-n2~9/3). Consider now the event that (7)

occurs for all possible choices of Gy, G2 as above. This has a probability > 1 —

(card£^)2exp(-n2_9/3). A trivial estimate gives card C'q < (29+1)2* < exp(2q2q),

so

(card£'9)2exp(-n2-9/3) < exp(-29(n2-29/3 - 4cj)).

Since 2~q > n_1/2(logn)3/4, we have n2"29 > (logn)3/2. On the other hand,

q < __2logn; it follows that for some a > 0, and for n large enough, we have

2q(n2~2q/3 - 4q) > an1/2 (log n)3/4. We now prove that (a) and (b) hold whenever

(7) holds for all possible choices of Gi and G2 as above.

We first observe that for each G in £, there exist G' and C" in £q such that

C C C C C" and that A(G"\G') < 2"«. So, given Gi and G2 in L, we can find

Gi, C'{, C2, C2' in L'q such that GiAG2 c (G2'\Gi) U (C'{\C'2) and

A(G2'\G1) < 2-9+1 + A(C2\Ci);    X(C'[\C2) < 2~q+1 + X(Cy\C2).

It is easy to see that one can if necessary decrease C[ and C2 and increase C_

and C'l to achieve

2-9 < A(G2'\Ci) < 2-9+1 + A(G2\Gx)

and

2-9 < A(G1'\C2) < 2-9+1 + A(d\G2);

so

A(G.\Ci) + A(Gi'\G2) < 4(2-9) + A(G2\GX) + A(Ci\C2)

< 4(2-9)+ A(GiAG2).

It follows that

-£«5x,(CiAC2) < -E-M^ViJ + ̂ E^.^i'^)
i<n i<n t<n

< 2(A(C.\Ci) + A(Gi'\G2)) < 8(2-9) + 2A(GXAG2).

This proves (a).

To prove (b), we note that given a lower set G, there is Gi in T such that

A(CACi) < 9(2-9). By (a), we have

U 71
i<n i<n

n *—'
i<n

<   -Y,6x,(Cy) - X(Cy)  +35(2-9).
i<n
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So,

Dn(X) < Sup - Y>-,(G) - A(G) + 43(2-9),
C^T nt?n

and 35(2-9) < 70n"1/2(logn)3/4. This completes the proof.

We are now faced with the problem of estimating

Sup l^2sXi(C)-X(C) ,

that is the empirical discrepancy relative to the class T. At this point, we must dis-

cuss the randomization technique that has been at the core of the recent progress

on empirical processes. For clarity, let us denote by (fi, E, P) the basic proba-

bility space. Consider another probability space (fi',£',Q) on which is defined

an independent sequence (£i)i<n of random variables (r.v.) with Q(£i = 1) =

Q(£i = -1) = 0. Let us denote by Pr the product probability on fi x fi'. We can

now consider the r.v. on fi x fi' defined by

(8) Sup -J>(u,)(5Xi(C) .
i<n

A very useful fact is that the behavior of this random variable is closely connected

to that of the empirical discrepancy. We will need in particular the following (easy)

fact.

LEMMA 2 [5, 2.7, b].   Fort>n~1/2, we have

P    Sup IV/5X,(C)-A(G)  >*

<Pr[Sup  ±y>M£x<(C)   >\(t-n~1'2)    .
\czt nf^ 2 J

We now study the quantity (8). Assume that Xy,..., Xn are given and satisfy

(a) and (b) of Lemma 1. For G in T, consider the random variable Yc on fi' given

by

v    -^v      i<n

We have to estimate SupCeT |Fc,(^)|- To explore the properties of the variables

Yc, we recall the well-known inequality:

(9) For*>0,    g     ^£i(w)   >H <2exp^V

This can be considered as an inequality on the tails of the binomial distribution.

For a proof, see e.g. [5, p. 942].
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For Ci, C2 in T, we have

Kc.-lc.^E^M

where ■/ = {*< n;X; € GiAG2}. So, by (a) of Lemma 1, we have card J <

3nA(C,AG2). It follows from (9) that

(10) Q(\YCl -Yc2\ > t) < 2exp(-<2/6A(G1AG2)).

Consider now the distance d on T given by d(Cy,C2) = (A(G1AC2))1/2. We can

rewrite (10) as

(11) Q(|yCl - YC2\/d(Cy,C2) >t)< 2exp(-t2/6).

So, the tails of the r.v. (Yqx —Yc2)/d(Cy,C2) are similar to the tails of the Gaussian

distribution. We can now view the situation as follows: We have a (finite) metric

space (T,d), and r.v. (Yc)cer that satisfy (11). How do we estimate the r.v.

SupC€T I I'd? This problem is closely related to the theory of Gaussian processes,

and thus has received much study. The best known result in that direction is due

to R. M. Dudley [1] (in the Gaussian case). For i > 1, denote by N(i) the smallest

number of d balls of radius 2~l needed to cover T. Then in our case Dudley's result

yields (fixing Go in T)

CO

E Sup \YC -YCo\<kT 2~> (log N(i))V2,

for some universal constant K. Simple estimates show that this sum is of order q,

i.e. of order logn. Use of this method then gives a bound on Mn(X, Y) of order

n-1/2logn, that is the bound found by R. Karp, M. Luby, and A. Marchetti-
Spaccamela [6]. This is not surprising, since analysis of their proof reveals that it

is based on a principle very similar to the ideas behind Dudley's theorem. To get a

better bound, we have to use more precise tools to estimate SupT |Vcl- The right

tools are due, in their final form, to X. Fernique (after essential contributions by C.

Preston and others) and are called majorizing measures [4]. Until recently, these

objects have been generally considered, even by the specialists, as mere curiosities.

They have however recently turned out to be of importance since they are the

right tool to understand general Gaussian processes. (The insight gained in [9]

was essential to the completion of the present work.) As far as we know, the

present work is the first time that majorizing measures are applied to a "concrete"

problem. Here is the version of X. Fernique's result that we need. For convenience

of notations, we set throughout the paper h(t) = (logl/t)1/2 for 0 < t < 1. We

note that h is decreasing.

LEMMA 3.   Consider a finite metric space (T,d).  For u in T, consider a r.v.

Yu. Let P > 0. Assume that for u and v in T, u^v, we have

(12) fort>0,    P(\Yu-Yv\/d(u,v)>t)<2exp(-pt2).

For x in T, denote by B(x,£) the ball {y E T,d(x,y) < _}. Let I be large enough

that B(x,2~l) = {_} for each x in T. Assume that d(x,y) < 1 whenever x, y ET.
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Let m be a probability measure on (T, _). Let M such that

i

(13) M > Sup Y] 2~lh(m(B(x, 2~1))).
*er7=o

Then, for some universal constant K, we have

P ( Sup \YU - Yv\ > KMp-1/2) < 2exp(-M2).
\u,ti_T /

The modifications of Fernique's argument needed to get the present statement

are well known by the specialists, but there seems to be no easy reference available,

so we will provide a sketch of proof for the convenience of the reader. First, by

changing Y_ in \J2J0YU, we can assume /? = 2. The equality

/•OO

E(exp(Z2))=        2texp(t2)P(\Z\>t)dt
Jo

together with (12) gives

(14) E(exp((Yu - Yv)/d(u,v))2) < 2,

whenever _ and v are in T, u ^ v. Consider the r.v.

where we set (Yu(oj)-Yv(oj))/d(u,v) = 0 for _ = v. By (14), we see that E(I(oj)) <

2. The event I(oj) > exp(M2) has the probability < 2exp(—M2). We show now

that when I(oj) < exp(M2), we have |V_(w) - Ku(w)| < KM for all u and v in T.

We fix x in T. We set, for 1 < i < I,

Bt = B(x,2~l),    at = m(Bl)-1 f   Yu(oj)dm(u).
Jb,

We have a; = Yx(oj) and ay = /_ Yu(oj) dm(u) does not depend on _. It is hence

enough to show that |_i — _i| < KM. Let

(15) fi = m(Bl)m(Bl+y)exp((al+y - at)/2-i+1)2.

Since the function t —► exp(t2) is convex, we get by Jensen's inequality that

r <r   ff                    fYu(oj)-Yv(oj)\2   ,,.,,,
/»<// expl -._.+1 1    dm(u)dm(v).

We note that d(u,v) < 2~'+1 for u in Bi+1, v in Bi, so fi < I(oj). Letting

bi = m(Bl)m(Bl+y)I(oj)~1, we have shown that

E2-!+1Mxp(^±^)2<2.

We note now that for x > 1, y > 0, we have

xy < 2x(logz)1/2 + cxp(y2).
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Indeed, for y < 2(logx)1/'2, we have xy < 2x(logx)1/2 while if x < exp(y2/4), we

havexy < yexp(y2/4) <exp(y2). Using this for Xi =b~1,yi = \(ai+1 —ai)/2~l+1|,

we get

(-1 i-\

Wi -ai| < ^|ai+1 -ai| = y^2~%+1blxlyl

i=l i=l

i-i

< ^2~l+lh(bi)+2.

i=i

The inequality |_i -a_| < KM then follows from (13) and two lines of computation,

using the inequality h(ab) < h(a) + h(b) and the fact that (logi(w))1/2 < M. This

completes the proof.

To apply Lemma 3, we must construct an appropriate measure m on T such

that the quantity (13) is of order (logn)3/4. Estimation of the quantity (13) is

unfortunately not an easy task. For a function u in 7q, p < q and 0 > 0, we set

(16) _?„,,(_,.) = i . € 7,; E Ma) - u(fl)l ̂ 6\

The main part of our proof is to establish the following statement.

PROPOSITION 4. There exists a probability measure mq on Jq such that for each

u in 7q, we have

(17) X. ^/2h(mq(Bt>q(u, 1))) < Kq3'4
i=\

where K is a universal constant.

This result will be proved in §3. We show now how to prove the following that

makes more precise our contribution to Theorem A.

THEOREM B. For some universal constants a, K > 0, we have, for n large

enough,

P(Dn(X) > Kn-^2(logn)3/4) < exp(-a(logn)3/2).

We recall that to each u in 7a, we associate its lower graph C(u) E Cq. We

establish an easy fact.

LEMMA 5.   For v E Bp,q(u, 1), we have

X(C(u)AC(v)) <3(2"p).

PROOF. We note that A(C(u)AC(i;)) = /^ |u(x) - v(x)\ dx. For 0 < k < 2~p,

and x in the interval ]/c2"p, (k + l)2-p], we have

u(x) - v(x) < u(k2~p) - v((k + l)2"p)

< u(k2-p) - u((k + l)2-p) + \u((k + l)2-p) - v((k + l)2"p)|

and, similarly,

v(x) - u(x) < v(k2-p) - v((k + l)2"p) + \u((k + l)2"p) - v((k + l)2-p)|.
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So,

|u(x) - v(x)\ < u(k2~p) - u((k + l)2"p) + v(k2~p) - v((k + l)2_p)

+ |u((A: + l)2-p)-i;((fc+l)2-p)|.

Since %%=i K*:2-p)-v(rc2-p)| < 1, the bound /J \u(x)-v(x)\dx < 3(2~p) follows

by integration over ]k2~p — (k + l)2_p] and summation over k.

Since to each u in 7q we associate in a one-to-one way G(„) in £q, we can view

the measure mq as being on Cq. For G in £.q, £ > 0, let

B(C,£) = {C E Cq;X(CAC')1/2 < £}.

From (17) and Lemma 5, we have, for each C in Cq, that

g
(18) J2 2~l/2h(mq(B(C,2(2~1'2)))) < Kq3'4.

t=i

We are facing a last minor inconvenience. The measure mq is supported by Cq,

while we are looking for a measure on T. This is taken care of in the obvious way, by

pushing mq back to T. There is a Borel map qb from Cq to T such that d(C, (j>(C)) <

d(C,C) whenever C E T, where, as usual, d(Cy,C2) = A(GiAG2)1/2. For any G

in £„ there is G' in T with A(GAG') < 9(2-9), so we have d(C,<j>(C)) < 3(2"9/2).

Denote by m the image measure of mq by qb, i.e. m(U) = mq((p~1(U)) for U C T.

For each G in T, we have (/>(B(G,.)) C B(C,£ + 3(2-«/2)). So we have for i > q,

0(S(C,2(2"1/2))) C £?(C,5(2-J/2)). Since 25/2 > 5, we have

m(B(C,2(-l+V'2)) > mq(B(C,2(2-^2))).

It then follows from (18) that for C in T,

Y,l-l,2h(m(B(C,2(-l+VI2))) < Kq3'4.

i=\

So, by change of index,

9-5

(19) Yl 1~l/2h(m(B(C, 2"t/2))) < Kq3'4.

i=l

If A(GAC') < 4(2-9), then 4>(C) = C. So cj>(B(C,2(2-q'2))) c _?(C,2(2-9/2))

and

h(m(B(C,2(2-q'2)))) < h(mq(B(C,2(2-q'2)))).

Since 2-9/2/i(m,(_?(C,2(2-9/2)))) < Rq3'4 from (18), we get

9-2

J22~l/2h(m(B(C,2-1'2))) < Kq3'4.

i=i

For C in T, the ball B(C, 2~(9-2)/2) (considered as a ball in T) is reduced to G.

We have proved that the quantity (13) (where / is the smallest integer > (q - 2)/2)
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is < Kq~3'4. Application of Lemma 3, where Xy,... ,Xn are fixed such that the

conditions of Lemma 1 occur give, for some universal constants K, /?,

Q\   Sup    -T,ei(uj)lXi(C)-yteMlXi(C')  > Kn-l'2(logn)3'4 ]
\C,C'€T  n{£ fZi j

<2exp(-/?(logn)3/2).

We can surely arrange that T contains the empty lower set, so we get

QlSup -T£t(oj)lx,(C)   > Kn-l'2(logn)3'4 J
VCeT  ni?n J

<2exp(-/3(logn)3'2).

Combining this with Lemma 2 and Lemma 1 yields Theorem B.

3. Construction of the majorizing measure. The measure mq will be

constructed inductively. The computations require great care, but the idea is very

simple. A given function u in 7q+y is made from two simpler pieces Uy and u2 in

7q, properly scaled and glued together at the point (5,«(£))• Given uy and u2 in

7q, (q > 1), and x in [0,1], we define u = f(uy,u2,x) in j,+ i in the following way.

For 0 < t < 1/2, we set

U(t) = 1 - (1 - X)(l - Uy(2t)) - X + (1 - X)uy(2t).

For 1/2 <t < 1, we set

u(t) =xu2(2t- 1).

In particular, u(\) = x. The basic idea is that the elements of 7q that are really

important are those for which \u(\) -\\ is of order 1/^/q. So, when 7q is provided

with mq, the law of u —♦ u(^) should be basically concentrated on the interval

1/2 — 1/y/q, 1/2 + 1/y/q. A simple way to achieve this is by requiring this law to

be the probability uq on [0,1], of density 7g/(l + |x - l/2|v/<j)3, where

v'= / W - w^ = ̂  (1 - ij^).
The exact value of 79 is irrelevant; we will only use that 7, is of order v/g.

For q = 1, u in 7q is determined by u(\),somy is already determined. Assuming

now that mq has been constructed, we consider the product measure 6q — mq <S>

mq ® uq+y on 7q (g> 7q ® [0,1], and we take for mq+y the image measure of 6q by the

map (uy,u2,x) —» f(uy,u2,x). In other words, if G is a Borel subset of 7q+y, and

if
H = {(uy,u2,x); f(uy,u2,x) E G},

we set

(22) mq+1(G)= dmq(uy)dmq(u2)duq+1(x).

The complicated nature of mq makes the numbers mq(Bi>q(u, 1)) hard to evaluate,

so a better approach is to try to prove (17) by induction over q.  In order to be
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able to carry on the induction, we will unfortunately be forced to consider a more

complicated induction hypothesis. This hypothesis (equation (31)) will involve a

sequence of parameters (6k) and related quantities ak^. To prove (17), we will

need only to know that the induction hypothesis holds when 9k = 1 for all fc. The

proof contains lots of elementary, but lengthy and uninspiring estimates. To get

the overall idea, one should first read the proof of the crucial estimate (29) and the

ensuing comment. This will provide motivation for the computational Lemmas 6

and 7, and for the choice of the induction hypothesis.

Throughout the proof, we use the following functions q,/3 on [0,1]. We define

a(x) = 5/6 for 0 < x < 1/4,

a(x) = (3 - 2x)/4(l - x)    for 1/4 < x < 3/4,

a(x) = 3/2 for x > 3/4.

So 5/6 < a(x) < 3/2. We set (3(x) = a(l - x), so /3(x) = (2x + l)/4x for 1/4 <

x < 3/4. We note that (1 — x)a(x) + x/?(x) < 1 for each x.

LEMMA 6.   Let q > 1, 0 < b < 1, a > 0, 2a < b.  Let uy,u2,vy,v2 in 7q.  Let

i < q. Assume

(23) vyEBltQ(uy,a(x)(b-2a)),

(24) v2EBt,q(u2,l3(x)(b-2a))

and \x — y\ < 2~%a. Let u — f(uy,u2,x), v = f(vy,v2,y).

Then v E Bi+y>q+y(u,b).

PROOF. This is indeed a simple algebraic computation. From (23), (24) and the

definition of Biq, we get

(25) E \vi(d) - uy(d)\ <a(x)(b-2a)
d€A,

and

(26) J2 \V2 (d) - U2 (rf) I ̂  £(x) (6 - 2a).
deA,

We have to evaluate J2deA 1 |u(d) - v(d)\. We break the sum in two parts. For d

in Ai+y, d < 1/2, we have 2d € Ai. We note that

\u(d) - v(d)\ = \x + (1 - x)uy(2d) -y-(l- y)vy(2d)\

< (1 - x)|Ul(2d) - Vy(2d)\ + \(x - y)(l - Vy(2d))\

< (1 - x)\uy(2d) - Vy(2d)\ + \x - y\

<(1- x)|_,(2d) - vy(2d)\ + 2_ia.

So we get

(27) J2   \v(d) - u(d)\ <(l-x)a(x)(b-2a)+ (2l-1)2^0.
d<\/2

d£A, + i

For d in Ai+y, d > 1/2, we have 2d - 1 E Ax. We note that

\u(d) - v(d)\ = \xu2(2d - 1) - yv2(2d - 1)\

< x\u2(2d - 1) - v2(2d - 1)| + |(x - y)v2(2d - 1)\

< x\u2(2d - 1) - v2(2d - 1)| + 2~'a.
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So we get

(28) Yj   \v(d) - u(d)\<xp(x)(b-2a)+ (2l-1)2^0.

d>l/2
deA(+,

So we get, since \v(^) — u(|)| = \x — y\ < 2~la,

J2   Hd) - u(d)\ <(b- 2a)(x0(x) + (1 - x)a(x)) + 2a
deAi + i

and the result follows from x(3(x) + (1 — x)a(x) < 1.

We fix now a number r > 1. (The precise value that this parameter has to take

will be determined in Lemma 9.) We set g(t) = h2(t) = log(l/£) for 0 < t < 1.

Fix a number 6 > 0, and let iq be the largest integer such that 2~l°6 > q~1'2, so

2~l°e < 2q~1'2. We set

a% _,2-li-'°l/4-T.

The fact that o, > 2~\l~]\'4aj for all i,j will be used constantly.

LEMMA 7.   For some universal constant K, we have

9

J2 2-'<7K((z " 02"V, x + 62-lai))) < iK/e)[q-1'2 + ql'2(x - 1/2)2].
2=1

PROOF. Case 1. |x-l/2| < q~1'2. Let iy = i0 - (§)(r +1). For i < iy, we have

n~lal = 2l°-lat(e2-10) > q-i'22l°-lai > q-l'22l°-l2-^-l\'4aio

> 9-i/223/4(IO-t)2-^ > 2q~1'2.

Let ux = 23/4(1"-')-'-1 (so ut > 1), and let

Jt = [l/2-q-1'2ul,l/2 + q-1'2ul},

Ii = [x-e2~lal,x + e2-1ai).

Since |x - 1/2] < q~1'2, we have Jx C /;. We have

f°°        a1'2

Also, for some universal constant a, vq(Ji) > a. Since g(t) < K(l — t) for t > a,

we get g(vq(Jx)) < Ku~2. It follows that

t=i i=i

«i 1K'a~1'2< K2~l° V 2~{la~i)/2 < K'2~l° < —-.
- ___ - -        ot=i

For i > iy, we have 02~lai < Kq~1'2, so since |x - 1/2| < q~1'2, the density of vq

on the interval U is greater than q1'2/K, so

VqiU) > ql/202-lal/K > 2'0~,al/K > l^-^-^-^I^T' jK
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It follows that

E 2-i_K(/i)) < K E(2_i(K - sol + 1))
Z>-1 *_i*l

< __2_il < __'2"t0 < 2K'q~1'2/6.

This finishes the proof in that case.

Case 2. |x - 1/2| > q'1'2.

Let iy be the largest integer such that 02~llaii > \x — 1/2|. We have

02-loaio < 2q-1'22~T < 21"T|x - 1/2|.

Since we assume r > 1, it follows that iy < io- For i < iy, we have

02~X > (92-i2-|l-il|/4aJl > 02-ilail23(il-i)/4

>23(I1-l)/4|__1/2|_

Let u% = 23(«'-')/4-1, so u% > 1 for i < iy - 2. So, for i < iy - 2,

h = [x- 62-lai,x + 02-'at] D [1/2 - Uiq~1'2,1/2 + Ui_~1/2].

The same computation as in Case 1 shows that

£   2-*g(vq{Ii))<K2-i*.

i<i\-2

For % > iy — 1, we have

02"X < (?2-tl-1aM + 1(2-t+tI + 12l'-Jl-1|/4)

< |x-l/2|25/2 <23|x-l/2|.

It follows that the interval Ii contains an interval of length > 62~l~3ai on which

the density of vq is at least the density of vq at x. So we have

vq{Ii) > 62-iaiq1'2(l + ql'2\x - l/2|)-3//f.

Now
02~lai > 92-l>aZl2-l+li2-\l-l,\'4 > |x - l/2\2-^-1^'4.

So, we find

vq(U) > 2-^-'^'4(q1'2\x - l/2\)~2/K.

It follows that

E   2"'. (vq(Ii)) < K2-*' (1 + log(q"2\x - 1/21))
i>i\ — 1

and also

J21-qgiVgiU)) < K2-{> (1 + log(q"2\x - 1/2|)).
i<q

We note that

|x - 1/2| > e2-l'-iall + y > 02-lo2*°-u-12-ll°-ll-ll'4aio

>    -i/223(»oMi)/4-2-T

So,

2l°~1' <K(q1'2\x-l/2\)4'3.
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Using the inequality logi < Kt2'3, for t > 1, we see that

2-*'(l + log(a1/2|x-l/2|))

< K2-l0(q1'2\x - 1/2|)4/3(1 + log^lx - 1/2|))

< (Kq~1'2/9)(ql'2\x - l/2\)2.

This completes the proof.

PROPOSITION 8. Let q > 1. Let 9 > 0, let i0 be the largest integer with

2~l°e> (g + 1)-1/2. Set ai = 2-^-^14~T. For i< q+1, let & >0 with & > a*.

Let u in ^,+ i. Let x = u(^), and let uy, u2 in 7q with u = f(uy,u2,x). Then the

following holds:

9+1

(29) J22~^imo+iiBi,q+iiu,e^)))
i=i

!    9
< 2E2"^(m9(B'.9(Ul'Q(:r)6'(&+l-a* + l))))

i = l

1      9

+ 2 E 2-lg(mq(Bt,q(u2,0(x)0(Zi+1 - al+1))))

i = l

+ (/C/0)(<T1/2 + a1/2|x-l/2|2).

PROOF. It follows from Lemma 6* with b = 0&+i, a = 9al+y/2 and from (22)

that for 1 < i < q, we have

mq+y(Bi+ytq+y(u,9^+1)) > mq(Bi,q(uy,a(x)0(&+i -ai+i))),

»n9(S!,,(w2,/?(x)6l(^+1-ol+1)))^+i([x-2-l-1^al+i,x + 2-i-16iai+1]).

We also have

m,+ i(Bi,,+ i(u,0£i)) >^+1([x-2"16iai,x-r-2-16ia1]).

Now g is decreasing and g(uvw) = g(u) + g(v) + g(w), so we get the result from

Lemma 7, by noting that (q + l)1'2 < 2q1'2.

Comment. The idea is now to apply (29) again to each of the sums in the right

side of (29). If we could prove that (29) holds for & = 1 without the term —ai+y

in the radius of the balls on the right side, together with Lemma 10 we could prove

by induction over q that

i=l

But we must take care that the perturbations that occur at each step can be

controlled. This is the object of Lemma 9. We also have to use as induction

hypothesis a statement in which the perturbations already occur, so that application

of (29) does not change its form, and this is what motivates (31).

LEMMA 9. There exists r > 0 with the following property. Consider a sequence

(9k)k>q+y such that for each fc > q + 1, 0 < ^9k < 9k+1 < ^9k. Denote by ik the
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largest integer with 9k2~ik > k~1'2. Set ak%i = 2-I'-**!/4-''. Then for j > 1, we

have

Ea9+'.J+< ^ o-
«>o

PROOF. We have 2ifcfc-1/2 <9k< 2ik + 1k~1'2. For n > k > q + 1, we have

2i"-l"-1(k/n)1'2 < 9n/9k < 2l"-ik+1(k/n)1'2.

So we have £(2/3)"-* < _*»-** and

_*•-*» < 2(n/fc)1/2(6/5)"-fc < 2(1 + n - fc)1/2(6/5)n~fc.

Since 2/3 > 1/2 and 6/5 < 2, it follows easily that for some 6 < 1, we have

Kn — ik\ < K + 6\n — k\. It follows that for any j, there are at most 1 + K/(l — 6)

values of / for which j + I — iq+i is a given integer. Since the series _Diez 2~W4

converges, it is enough to take r large enough that

LEMMA 10.   For x in [0,1], we have

±(l/a(x) + l//?(x))<l-(x-±)2/4.

PROOF. Letting x = 1/2 + t, for -1/4 < t < 1/4, we have

I(l/a(x) + l/0(x)) = (1 - 2t2)/(l -t2)<l- t2.

For |t| > 1/4, we have, since \t\ < 1/2,

\(l/a(x) + l//?(x)) = ±(2/3 + 6/5) = 14/15 < 1 - 1/16 < 1 - t2/4.

This completes the proof.

We denote now by Kq the constant of Proposition 8. We note the following:

(30) For q > 1,     q1'2 + ^q'1'2 <(q+ l)1'2.

We now prove the main result.

PROPOSITION 11.   Consider a sequence (9k)k>q such that for each fc,

s9k < 0k+y < ^9k.

Define ak^ as in Lemma 9.  Then we have for each u in 7q

(31) ]S-lg[mg (_?,,, (u,0,[l-£_,+«,,+, J < ̂ ^-.

PROOF. We note that the numbers a9+;i+j, / > 1, depend only on 9q+y,

6q+2,..., but not on 9q. The proof goes by induction over q. For q = 1, we

note that from Lemma 9, we have _^;>i 0.1+1,1+1 < 1/2- Since i^i has a density

bounded below on [0,1], we have

"il      #1,1  \u,9y      1 - ^Oi+;,i+; > ^
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if Qy < 2, and this measure is 1 for 9y > 2. So (31) holds for q = 1 if Ky is large

enough that 9yg(K/9y) < Ky for 0 < 9y < 2. We now fix Ky > 4__0 with that

property, so (31) holds for q = 1. We now prove (31) by induction over q. Assuming

that it holds for q, we prove it for q + 1. We note that

/  , 0-q+l + l,i + l + l + aq+yti + y = 2_^ aq+l,i+l-

;>i ;>i

We use Proposition 8 with 9 = 9q+y, & = 1 - X2i>i««+i+i,i+i) at = aq+lil (so

o-i < & by Lemma 9) and we get (with x = u(^), u — f(uy,u2,x), uy and u2 in

7q)

E2~*°      m9 + l      5t,9+l      UA+1       1 " Ea«+1+'i+'

< 2 E2~lg mq B^q ui' a(j)^+i h ~ E a9+'.'+'

+ £ E 2_^      m9      5*,9      U2,0ix)9q+y      1 - E a9+'8+;

+ (_V0,+ 1)(<r1/2+<71/2|x-l/2|2).

Since 5/6 < a(x), (3(x) < 3/2, we can use the induction hypothesis with 9q =

a(x)9q+y (resp. 9q = 0(x)9q+y) and we find that this quantity is less than

(K1q1'2/29q+y)(l/a(x) + l//?(x)) + (Ky/A9q+y)(q-1'2 + ql'2\x - 1/2|2)

< (K1/9q+y)(q1'2 - ql'2\x - l/2|2/4 + q~1'2/4 + ql'2\x - l/2|2/4)

< (Ky/6q+y)(q1'2 + q~1/2/4) <Ky(q + l)1/2/9q+y

using Lemma 10 and (30). The proof is complete.

We now prove Proposition 4. Taking 6k = 1 for each fc, we get

J2 2~lg    mq    Bl<q I «, ( 1 - E °9+<.«+' - ^^'^'

So, since g is decreasing

9

J2^lgimqiB^q(u,l))) < Kyq1'2.
t=i

Now we have by Cauchy-Schwarz,

9 / 9 y/2

£ 2-l/2Mm,(iM„, 1))) < q1'2    E 2-*!/(m,(^,,(ti, 1)))
i=i \i=i /

<g1/2(^1g1/2)1/2<Jrvg3/4.

This finishes the proof.
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